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Indoor or Outdoor?
Indoor
Outdoor
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Removals in York & Yorkshire Area

Jorvik Removals York offers highly trained house removals in York, Leeds, Sheffield, Harrogate, Hull, and the wider Yorkshire area.

Our fully-insured Yorkshire removals team can help you with all your moving needs - including house removals, commercial moves, house clearances, packing and secure storage services. We also are one of the few removal companies with our own storage units. 

Fully insured removal and storage


Trained removal team


Removal company with 80 years of experience


Tracked removal vehicles
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Online Removal Quote
Plan Your Hassle Free Move




	
	
	
	
	



Get Your Storage Quote
Indoor or Outdoor?
Indoor
Outdoor






All our vehicles are tracked 24 hours a day for their location, so we always know exactly where your goods are.


All our vehicles are tracked 24 hours a day for their location, so we always know exactly where your goods are.




[image: jorvik]Removal and Storage Services
As a removal company in York, we offer both storage and removals in York and Yorkshire for personal and business needs. Prices start at just £70/hour for house removals. Choose the service you need, and we’ll help you build a tailored moving or storage service.
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Plan Your Hassle Free Move
Online Removal Quote


Where we cover for removals and storage
As a removal company, we cover all of Yorkshire. If you want removal services to or from Yorkshire from further afield, we can help you make your move. We also offer storage in two locations across York. Visit our location page for details of which Yorkshire towns we offer removal services in (hint: It’s all of them!)
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Why Choose Us?
Why choose Jorvik for your removal and storage needs
Jorvik Removals has over 80 years’ experience in helping people with their York removal and self-storage needs. As a family-run business, we know how important moving house is. That’s why we use highly trained staff to carefully move everything from valuable art to bulky sofas. As one of the leading York storage and removal companies, we offer all our clients:


Custom-built storage facilities around York


Fully Insured


Fully Trained Porters & Drivers


Pick-up & Delivery Services


Full Packing Service Available


Free Loan of Packing Boxes
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Plan your house move in 4 easy steps
We can help you plan every aspect of your move - from how many vans to any storage needs.



	
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
	



1. Contact Us
Give us an idea of your needs and we’ll start pulling together a more detailed quote









 

2. Get a Quote
We like to visit all properties to get better idea of the job at hand



 
3. Book your Move
Get the date locked in – we can be flexible to suit your needs




4. Moving Day
The big day – we’ve got it all covered. 






	
		
	


Call To Plan Your Home Move
01904 59 11 59





Additional removal and storage services
We offer a range of removal and storage services for every situation – whether you need to store important documents in York or move a piano to Leeds.
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Plan Your Hassle Free Move
Online Removal Quote


Tips & Advice
[image: Moving day tips and checklist]Moving day tips and checklist
Discover what you need to do on moving day with our expert-led tips and checklists.  
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Find out the various costs associated with self storage with our in-depth guide
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Discover some top tips and tricks from the experts when you're getting ready for your big house move









Reviews and Testmonials
As well as being expert recommended on Three Best Rated for Removals for 5 years, we also have dozens of 5-stars reviews on WhatRemovals. 
Visit our reviews page to read what some of our happy customers have to say about Jorvik Removals.  


Reviews
What Our Clients Say
[image: What Removals Logo]
View More


Philip Cox






Amazing service at a very reasonable price. The movers were highly professional, very friendly and made us feel...





Kim Sheppard






Excellent service. Would definitely recommend. Prompt efficient , No stress for me at all. Very careful...




Daniel Keenan






Absolutely top class service. The guys who came and did our move between Christmas and New Year...
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Planning a home or office move in the near future?
Find out what we could do for you.
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Click Here for a Hassle Free
Online Removal Quote




Get a Storage Quote
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Indoor
Outdoor














Get all the latest news from Jorvik Removals here!





Email











Sign up



[image: Jorvik Removals & Self Storage]Jorvik Removals is a family-run firm with over 80 years' experience, providing expert, professional moves across Yorkshire. We offer domestic and commercial removals services and safe, secure, long and short term goods storage too.

Company No: 10377999 

VAT No: 252 8875 70
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Phone

York - 01904 59 11 59

[image: Leeds - 01138 24 06 96][image: Harrogate- 01423 36 98 99]

Email

Info@jorvikremovals.co.uk


Locations

York
2b Kettlestring Ln, York YO30 4XF[image: Unit 7F, Lotherton Way Leeds LS25 2JY][image: Unit 1 Beckwith Head Road Harrogate HG3 1RZ]
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Wait... This is Important !

We're Yorkshire's most dependable removal experts:

Over 80 years experience


Fully insured


Domestic & commercial removals


Arrange a Call Back

Get a Storage Quote

Get a Removal Quote
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. Do not sell my personal information.
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Manage consent
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					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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